
Introduction.

The aim of the present work may be bracketed

by a series of disjunctions. In the first place, the question

is not whether knowledge exists but what precisely is

Its nature. Secondly, while the content of the known cannot

be disregarded, still it is to be treated only in the schematic

and incomplete fashion needed to provide a discriminant or deter-.

minant of cognitive acts. Thirdly, the aim is not to set forth a

list of the abstract properties of human khowledce but to

assist the reader in effecting a personal appropriation of
recurrently

the concrete, dynamic structure immanent and operative in hisA

own co:nitional activities. Fourthly, such an appropriation

can occur only gradually, and so there will be offered, not

a sudden account of the whole of the structure, but a slow

assembly of its elements, reletions, alternatives, and impli-

cations. Fifthly, the order of the assembly imagin x is
abstract

governed, not by considerations of logical or .lietaphysical

priority, but by concrete motives of T,eda:osical efficacy.

•	 item

4t4wrigtinethe_w1io

The proreram, then, is both concrete and practical,

and the motives for undertaking its execution resiael not in

the realm of easy generalities, but in the difficult domain of

matters of fact. If, at the end of the eiveurta course, the reader

will be convinced of those facts, much will be achieved; but

0
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at the Present moment all I can do is to clarify my intentions

by stating my beliefs. I ask, accordingly, about the nature

rather than about the existence of knowledge because In each

of us there exist two different kinds of knowledge. They are

juxtaposed in Cartesian dualism with its rational "Co:ito, ergo

sum" and with its unnuestioning extrow)rsion to substantial

extension. They are separated and alienated in the subsequent

rationalist and empiricist philosophies. They are brought

together again to cancel each other in Kantian criticism.

If these statements ap_roximate to the facts, then the question

of human knowledge is not wh7)ther it exists but what precisely

are its two diverse forms and what are the relations between

them. If that is the relevant question, then any departure

from it islin the sane measure, the misfortune of missing the

point. But whether or not that is the relevant question,

can be settled only by undertaking an arduous exploratory

journey through the many fields in which m.?Jh mon succeed

in knowing or attempt the task but fail.

Secondly, an account of knowing cannot dixa

disregards its content, andIlts content is so extensive that

11111-9.AdflMs4 it mocks encyclopedias and over-flows libraries;

its content is so difficult that a man does well devoting
its content

his life to mastering some Part of it; yet even so 4.4 is

incomplete and subject to further additions, inadequate and

subject to repeated, future revisions. Does it not follow

, that the proposed exploratory journey is, not merely arduous,

but impossible? Certainly it would be impossible,

t.h1%-~ati at least for the writer, if an acquaintance with
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the whole rane of knowledge were a requisite in the present

inouiry. But, in fact, our primary concern is not the known

ti 1t fx.--jn-4,,laeCirrwn cts)

hat will call foreeareful/investigaion. /But the instances

irill IDS strategic precisely in the measu e t. at further irlst,ences
)i

f math?amtical thought, of scientific A/ ethhd, of cornmon senre!
/

Ti
advance, n9it

../
	 knoÍle9, e of,knwle:dge,
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-ocedur,es, will be seen

but the knowing, The known is extensive, but the hnowinG is

a recur7eent structure that can be investigated sufficiently
,ee
Ma series of strategicallyx chosen instances. The known. Ls

difficult to master, but in OUT day competent specialists

have labored to select for seri us readers and to Present to

them in an adequate fashion the basic components of the various

departa?nts of kno-ledge. Finally, the known is incomplete

and subject to revision, but our concern is the knower that

will be the source of the future additions and revisions.

It will not be amiss to add a few corollaries,

for nothing so disorientates a reader that than a failure to

state clearly what a book is not about. Basically, then,

this is not a book on mathematics, nor a book on science, nor

a book on common sense, nor a book on metaphysics; indeed,

in a sense, it is not even a book about knowledge. On a

primary level, the book contains sentences on mathematics,

on science, on common sense, on metaphysics. On a secondary

level, the meaning of all these sentences, their intention

and significance, are to be Grasped only by going beyond
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the scraps of mathematics or science or com-lon sense or metaphy-

sics to the dynamic, cocnitional structure that is exemplified

in knowing them. On a third level, the dynamic, cor-nittonal

structure to be reached is not the 	 transcendental

pag. of Fichtean speculation, nor the abstract pattern of

relations verifiable in Tom and Dick and Earry, but the

personally appropriated structure of one's own experiencing,

one's own intelligent inquiry and insights, ociels own critical

reflection and judging and deciding. The crucial issue is an

experimental issue, and the ex-eeriment will be performed not

Publicly but privately. It will consist in one's own rational

self-consciousness clearly and distinctly taking possession

of itself as rational self-consci-usness. Up to that decisive

achievement, all leads. From it, all follows. No one else,

no matter what his knowledge or his eloquence, no matter what

his logical rigor or his persuasiveness, can do it for you.

But though the act is Private, both its antecedents and its

coeseeuents have their peblic manifestation. There can be

long series of marks onzzlg paper that communicate an invitation

to know oneself in the tension of g the6 duality of one's own
knowing; andicvamong such series of mar'es with an invitatory

meaning the present book IVINcw,be would be numbered. Nor is

It any secret whether such invitations are auurapted

helpful or, when helpful, accepted. For winter twilight cannot

be mistaken for the summer noon-day sun.
In the third place, then, more than all else

1	 •• the aim of the book

is to issue an invitation to a personal, decisive act. But

the very nature of the act demands that it be understood in

itself and in its implications. What on earth is meant by

rational self-consciousneSs? What is meant by inviting it
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to take possession of itself? Why is such self-possession

said to be so decisive and momentous? The questions are

"Perfectly legitimate, but the answer cannot be brief.

However, it is not the answ7T itself that counts

so much as the manner in which it is read. For the answera

cannot but be written in words; the words cannot but proceed

from definitions and correlations, analyses and inferences;

yet the whole point of the present answer woeld be missed if

a reader insisted on concluding that I must be enraged in setting

forth lists of abstract properties of human knowing.

./.1Y

onceptual fOrmulatioe,'/Proceed fr	 my in.?,	 o any

eader that under ands what i said can o beyop. the unneti e

act/that he s undeests,, nferstanding to dieCover a;pd ident fy

The present work is not to be read as though it described some

distant re.eion of the Globe, which the reader never visited,

or some ctrange and mystical experience, which the reader never

shared. It is an account of knowledge. Thou,sh I can:ot recall

to each r7ader his personal experiences, he can do so for himself

and thereby pluck my general phrases from the dim world of6;,

thought to AtItkiPt the pulsing flow of life. Again, in such

fields as mathematics and natural science it is Possible to

delineate with some accuracy the precise content of a precise

insight; but the po'nt to the delineation is not to provide

the reader with a stream of words that he can repeat to others

or with a set of terms and relations from which he can proceed

to draw inferences and prove conclusions, gn the contrary the

point here as 3 elsewhere is appropriation; the point is to

---- ---177
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discover, to identify, to become familiar with the activities

of one's own interir-ence; the point is to become able to

discriminate with ease and from re-sonal conviction between

one's purely intellectual activities and  the manifold of other,

"existential" concerns that invade and mix and blend' with the

operations of intellect to render it ambival,,nt and its pro-

nouncements ambi3uous.

At this plcM.$ juncture, ho-lever, many a potential

reader will expostillate. The ilJustrations offered in the first
do not lie within

five chapters le. - 	the orbit of his interests.A

Intellir:ence and reasona-Jleness are marks common to all

instances of homo sa:iens ut my ittial concentration on

math° latics and n2tnl-a1 science seem unduly to narrow the

effective ranGe of the invitation that I issue to an aplro-

priation of one's own rtional self-consciousness.

Perhaps an explanation of the motives that

guided my decision in this matter will serve, not only to

explain my Procedure, but also to enale each reader to

estimate for himself the measure in which the earlier chaters
4L

have to understood if oit-e is to be in a position to pnlw
4	 A

profit from the book as a whole. In the first place, it is

essential t'.,at the notion of insiGht, of the accumulati n of

insichts, of hiji-1, viewPo:..nts, and of their heuristic pitee4A.

sicnificance and implications, not only should be Grasped

clearly and distinctly but also, in so far as possible,

s'qould be identified in one's personal intellectual experience.

The precise nature of such an 5Z,entificatiun will be clarified

in the chanter on Self-affirmation for, as seems clear, tf?Ity,a.

A
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roc may b -rfUstrted from t ordinary us f
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it is both easy and can on to conceive introestection and

intellectual experience in a fashion that, when submitted to

scrutiny,MV44 proves to be meanincless. Still, if that
of our awareness

accountAof the levels of conscimusness is to be intel]icible,

it has to be preceded by a Grasp, both precise and firm, of

the successive types of activity that serve to mark and to

define the successive levels of consciousness. In turn, if

()nets apprehension of those activities is to be clear and

distinct, then one must prefer the fields of i tal-ectual

endeavor in which the Greatest care is devoted to exactitude

and, in fact, the greatest exactitude is attained.

For this reason, then, I have felt obliced to begin my account

of insiCht and its expansion with mathematical and scientific

illustrations and, while I wo'71d crant that ies,s6P1W-44(

essentially the same activities can be illustrated from the

ordinary use of intollisence that is named coarion sense,

also/submit that it wolld be impossible for common

sense to grasp and say what precisely common sense Iths.maai

4•Jr0 to illustrate.
A

But further considerations are no less operative.

For the present enterprise is concerned to unravel an ambicuity

and to eliminate an ambivalence. St. Ausustine of Hippo

narrates that it took him years to make the Awft discovery

that the name, real, mIht have a different connotation from
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the name, body. Or, to bring the point nearer home, one might

say that it has taken modern science 	 four centuries to

make the adkot discovery that the objects of its inquiry need

not be imagina:ole entities moving throa 	 .1r1teeeile-ies

imaginable processes in an imaginable space-time. The fact

that a Plato attempted to communicate through his dialogues,

the fact that an Augustine eventually learnt from the writers

whom, rather generically, he refers to as Platoniss, has

lost its antique flavor and its ap,arent irrelevance to the

modern mind. Even before Einstein and Heisenberg it was Clear

enough that the world described by scientists was strangely

different from the world depicted by artists and inhabited by

men of common sense. But it was left to twentieth century

physicists to envisage the possibility that the objects of

their science were to be reached only by severing the umbilical

cord that tied them to the maternal ima-ination of man.

4F"
MI5-01.s the reader will have imid divined, the relevance of

mathematics and mathematical physics to the present investigation

is not only the transference of their clarity and -erecision to
Ake,

Ay acco.elt of insight but also the significance of the transition

from the old mechanism to relativity and from the old determinism

to statistical laws. In earlier periods the thinker that would

o 6 _

• .	 4

(/'	 ..‘Cta21/6. .ea; y0 emtof

come to grips with his thinking could 9W4e0 be aided by the

dialogues of Plato and, on a more recondite level, he could

appeal to what M. Gilson would call the experiment of history

in ancient, medieval, and modern philosophy. But today there

ifelet at his disposal both the exactitude and the inuoressive scale
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of a complementary historical experiment that began with the

blending of scientific principles and philosophic assumptions

in Galileo and has ended with th.eLr sharp segregation in our

own day. What a Plato labored to communicate through the effort

in appropriation of his tŸJ artistic dialogues, what the

intellirence of an Aucmstine only slowly mastered in the throes

of a religious conversion, what led a Descartes to a method of

universal doubt and prompted a Kant to undertake a critique of

Pure Reason, has cast a no-il-oWtHrgsitklaWes shadow, no less

momentous but far more sharply defined, in the realm of exact

science. Clearly it would be foolhardy for a contemporary effort

to resolve the duality in man's knowledge, to ignore, if not the

most striking, at least the most precise elaetent in the evidence

available on the issue.

purpose tha	 nope

arouE2 n appropriati of the modes of scientific

hought. What, in my opin1..on, was meant originally by_the-
,%

bstraction of	 m from material conditions, what It4.4.12*

escartes later was struggling to conveyein his incomplete

e,51,1ae ad directionem inrenii, Velat Kant conceived as a priori

Ynthesis, what the scientist refers to when he affirms ,his

reliance to be placed on scientific method itself rather than

n contemporar-Y scientific conclusians- falls into the unity
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But there is also a third purpose that I hope to

achieve through an appropriation of the modes of scientific

thourht. For such thought is methodical and the scientist

pins his faith, not on this or that scientific system or conclusion,

but on the validity of scientific method itself. But what

ultimately is the n-tu e and ground of method but a reflective

grasp and sp.')cialized aplication of the object of our inquiry,
namely,

of the dynamic structure immanent and recurrently operative

in humm cognitional activity? It follows that empirical

science as methodical not merely offers a clue

tle.LKI...ttg,/rNetNa6e\esi\k

for the discovery but also exhibits concrete instances for

the examination of the larger, multiform dynamism that we

are seeking to explore. Accordingly, it will be from the

structural and dynamic features of scientific method that

we shall approach and attempt to cast into the unity of a

single perspective such aplarently diverse ,,:lalleats as

1) TlaLo's point in as':ing how the incuirer recognizes truth

when he roaches what, as an inquirer, he did not know, 2) the

intellectualist (thou,sh not the conceptualist) meaning of the

abstraction of form from material conditions, 3) the psycho-

loClcal manifestation of Aquinas' natural  desire to know God

by his essence, 4) what Descartes was s'uruling to convey in.

his incomplete Ref:Ilae ad directionem irwenii, 5) what Kant

conceived as a priori synthesis, an. 6) what is named the

finality of intellect in J. Karc5chal's vast labor on Le Point 

de De-mrt de la Hetaphysique.

0% A

,
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I have been insisting on the gravity of the

motives that led me to begin this essay in aid of self-

appropriation with a scrutiny of to14-elmataatical physics.

But if I am to avoid a over-statanent, I must hasten to add

that 4611.-) sl:ralficance of the scrutiny is, so to speak,

p ychological rather than logical. For the present work falls

into two parts. In the first part, insirht is studied as an

activity, as an event that occurs within various parns of

,Relother related events. In the second part, insight is studied

as knowledge, as an event that, under doter.ainate conditions,

reveals a unive-se of being. The first part deals with the

question, What is hs,pening when we are knowing? The second

part M070.3 to the question, What is known when that is happening?

'Jere there no psychological problem, the first part co-illd be

reduced to sets of definitions and clarifications for, from

a logical viewpoint, the first judsinent that occurs in the

whole work is the judgment of self-affirmation in the eleventh

chapter. But ths hard fact is that the psychological problem

exists, that there exist in man two diverse kinds of knowing,

that they exist without differentiation and in an ambivalent

confusion until they are distiuied explicitly and the

implications of the distinction are drawn explicitly. The

hard fact is that th,l,psyeholo:ic-1 problem cannot be solved

by the ordinary Procedure of affirming the propositions that

are true and denying the nroonsitiens that are false, for the
tat* AO Art

true meahinc of the true propositions always 14 misapprehended
A

by a daft: consciousness that has not yet discovmred its need

of discovering what an Augustine took years and .odern science

centuries to discover.
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It remains that somethinr: be said on the last

two of the five dis junctions by ',Inich we proposed to bracket the

aim of this book. As has been said, we are concerned not with

the existence of knowledge but with its nature, not with what

is known but with the structure of the knowing, not with the

abstract properties of cognitional process but with a personal

appropriation of one's own dynamic and recurrently operative

structure of coLeitional activity. There is now to be explained

the fourth disjunction, for the labor of self-appropriation

cannot occur at a sincle leap. Essentially, it is a development

of the subject and in the subject and, like all deveTopment,

it can be solid and fruitful only by benG pains-taking and slow.

Now it would be absurd to offer to aid a Process

of development and yet write as thouffh5 the whole development

were already an accomplished fact. A teacher of Aaet.:I.I geometry

may be convinced that the whole of Euclid is contained in the

theory of the n-dimensional manifold of any curvature. :But

he does not conclude that Euclid is to be omitted from the

Hiah School program and that his pupils should begin from the

tensor ca l culus. For even though Euclid is a Particular case,

still it is the particular case that alone gives access to the

General case. And even though Euclidean eropositions call

for crIeR	 oualification when the more General context is

reached, still an effective teacher does not distract his Pupils

with oualifications they will understand only vaguely, when it

is his business to herd them, as best he can, across the ions

asinorum.

In similar fashion this book is written, not

from above downwards, but from below upwards. Any coherent set

of statements can be diviad into definitions, postulates, and

,
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conclusions. But it does not follow that between the covers of

a si_c]e book there must be a single coherent set of statements.

For the single book may be written from a moving viewpoint,

and then it will contain, not a single set of coherent statements,

but a sequence of related sets of coherent statements. Moreover,

as is clear, a book desimed to aid a development must be written

from a moving viewpoint. It cannot begin by presupposing th at

a reader can assimilate at a stroke what 4 can be attained only

at the term of a prolonged and arduous effort. On the contrary,

it must begin from a minimal viewpoint and a minimal context;

it will exploit that minimum to raise a Dirtier question that

enlarges the view-eolnt and the context; it will proceed with the

enlarged viewpoint and context only as lonc,,: as is necessary to

raise still deeper issues that acain transform the basis and the

terms of reference of the inquiry; and, clearly, this device

can be repeated not merely once or twice but as often as may be

required to reach u the universal viaupoInt and the completely

concrete context that embraces every aspect of reality.

However, if this Procedure alone is adapted to

the aim of the Present work, I must beg to stress, once and for

all, that its implications are not to be overlooked. If Spinoza

wrote his Ethics in what, in his day, was thoucht to be the

geometric style, it is not to be inferred that I am endeavoring

to walk in his footsteps, that I never,heard of GOdells theorem,

that I am not operating from a moving viewpoint that successively

sets up contexts only to go beyond them. If the inference is

not to be made, the further implications of such an inference are

not to be assumed. The premisses from which my own position

0 j)
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can. bebe deduced are not complete in the first section of the

first chapter when a brief description endeavors to fix the

meaning of the name, insight. The cont-xt is enlarged but not

completed when a study of matli-matical development mazes the

notion of insight more precise. There is the broader context

of a mathematized world of events that has appeared by the

end of the fifth e4tIeWe chapter, but it has to be included

within the still Puller context of the world of common sense

to be depicted in 6/1/004m chapters six and seven. The eighth

ch ter adds thins, which, though Previously disregarded, never

were denied. The ninth and tenth chapters add reflection and

judgment, which neither were excluded from earlier considerations
were they

nor, on the other hand, capable of maldnG a syetemaic entry.

In the eleventh chapter there occurs the first judgment of

self-affirmation but only in the twelfth chapter is it advanced
Vat

that	 judcpent is knowledge and only in the ± thirteenth

is it explained in what sense such knowledGe is to be naned
follow

objective. The four chapters on metaphysics to sweep all that
p.

has been seen.* iito the unity of a larger perspective, only\.]

to under3o a similar fate, first, in the account of general

transcendent knowledge and, again, in the approach to special

transcen:ent knowledse.

Clearly, than, if anyone were to offer to express

my meaning within a briefer compass than I have been able to

attain, he must bear in mind that earlier statements are to be

qualified and interpreted in the light of	 later statements.

-

iie
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Nor is this all. For already it has been pointed

out that the present work is concerned with the known only in

the schematic fLe'lleioatk and incomplete fashion. N4Moti that is
affirm the

needed to clarify the nature and existence of different depart-

ments of knowing. This extremely senelel qualification has to

be combined with the qualification of earlier statements by

later and, I suuest, the combination can be effected systematically

in the following manner.

G&Lelts theorem is to the effect that any set

of definitions and postulates cives rise to further questions

that cannot be answered on the basis of the definitions and

postulates. Consider, then, a series of sets of definitions

and postulates, say P, Q, R,... such that, if P is assumed,

there arise questions that can be answered only by assuming Clo

if Q is as-umed, there arise questions that can be answered

only by assuminG R, and so fo-zth. Then besides the successive

lo-ier contexts, P, Q, R,... thertlso is the upper context in

which GLells theorem is expressed. Moreover, inasmuch as the
the upper context

theorem is ouite General, t; is independent of the content of

any particular contexts such as P, Q, Ro... Finally, since

there is no lastot lower context that is de2initive, since

R will demand a context S, and S a context To and T a context U,

and so on indefinitely, the really sic:nificant context is the

upper context; all lower contexts, P, q, RI 5, T, U,... are

provisional; and they attain a definitive sicnificance only

in the measure that they	 access to the upper context.0

r•G-t`

nc id rath
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Now let us go beyond Godel
I 
s theorem, not in

the direction of greater abstractness, but in the direction

of greater concreteness, and not to Greater concreteness on
ituivw

the side of the object (1,IA.Ch is vast and diffic131t and 341:11-34etet,

to further additions and revisions) but to Greater concreteness

on the s:.de oft the subject. Besides the noema or intentio 

intenta Or nensee pensee, illustrated by the lower contexts,

P, Q, R,... and by the up er context that is &Molls theorem,

	there also is the noasis or intentio	 intendens or rensee 

	lot only the lo,nr contcyt-n P 0 R 	 the urepaii contentP	 2 m.	 7,)

t is 	 Godel I s tneorem .1.3ut also it	 acti)T-ity of-

	

reflectinGe; un,71.erstanc	 and afArming -asking

pe,:sante that is constituted by the very activity of inquiring

and reflecting, understanding and affirming, asking further

quostims and reaching further answers. Let us say that this

noetic activity is en,gag;ed in a lower context when it is doinE

mathematics or following scientific method or exercising common

sense. Then it wilD be moving towards an upper context when

it ser.ltinInLes mathematics or science or common sense in order

to grasp the nature of nnetic activity. And if it comes to

unders'and and affirm what it is to understand and affirm,

then it has reached an upper context that logically is independent

of the soe(M6e1 scaffolding of mathematics, science, and common

sense. Moreover, if it can be shown that the upper context

is invariant, that any atternit to revise it can be legitimate

only if the vvi.0.11. hypothetical reviser refutes his own attempt

by invoking experience, understanding, and reflection in the

already prescribed manner, then it will appear thatodt while
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the noema or intentio intenta or ipensee Dense may .always be

expressed with sre:Aer accuracy and completeness, still the

immanent and recurrently operative structu-e of the noesis 

or intentio intendens or pens6e peasnte must always be one

and the same.

In other words, not only are we writing from

a moving viewpoint but also we are writing about a moving

viewpont. Not only are earlier statements to be qualified

by later statements, but also the later qualification is to the

effect that earlier statements tend to be mere scaffolding
ARA04.4-

that can be subjected to endless revision sui,§h implying the
A

necessity of any revision of one's a :ropriation of one's own

intellectual and rational self-consciousness.

In the fifth place, to turn to the final dis-

junction, the order in which the moving viewpoint aisembles

the elements for an appropriation of one's own intellectual and

rational self-consciousness is c4r.A.6	 govorned, not by considra-

tions of logical or metaphysical priority, but by considerations

of pedagogical efficacy.

Now this fifth disjunction would be superfluous

if I could not anticipate th',.t among potential readers tiere

micht be men already in possession of a logical or a metaphysical

-y-T---rr-trn-=NnUon is ---T3M-FgalF
,	 /----

---,
lpful, it must envisage precisely t'ae points on va. logicians

1	 ,-------
or metaphyslcians,are 1117A.y,,to'find it obvious that, on:their

----	 ,--
aady established	 ,--'' Lerial I ra,12.;_t-b-6-On the wrocetrack._
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schemeschem of t'lings. Accordiigly, though it will be the co stant

rule of the present work to deal with issues in their proper

generality and at their 'proper place and time, it seems

necessary to depart for a moment from that rule to envisage

some of the poLnts on which logicians or metaphysicians are
on

going to find it obvious that, 4or their x already established

criteria, I must be utterly on the wrong track.

From a logical viewpoint, indeed, it niiit seem

that onowch has been said. The arnument is to move through

a sequence of lower wavelwl contexts for the purpose of reaching

an up er context; and the basic upper context is to be pre-

logical, not in the s^nse made current by II. Lêvy-Bruhl, but

in the sense that developing intelligence and reasonableness

are prior to intolli,jently gra-pod and reasonably affirmed

utterances. Still it may not be amiss to indicate a sinrle

inbtance in which the genetic order of developing insights

differs from the logical order of defining thought. Pev 7114444

logically it is illegitimate to speak, for example, of the

equality of the spokes of a cart-wheel without explaining

h that	 the snolles will be said to be

equal if the samc number is reached in Al2.NaklAg measuring each

of them. In turn, thisIstatalent calls for a further statement

in which the, moaning of the word, measuring, is  explained;,

that explanation calls for an account of ..v..14./viNa.6 units of

measurement, of their standardization, 6,6c.1 of the numbers

employed in measuring, and of the isomorphism of mathematical

and physical relations. On the other hand, SaviseNT%-ge.zatetria,
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Genetically it seems clear enouch that Euclidean gooaetry

existed for some 0.4mhOtivt centuries before there occurred any

effective advertence to its Inetricsa supcositions. More

generally, it seems true that prior to every correct logical

formalization there is a sufficiently univocal co=nication

of 43 insights, that this prior communication grounds not

only non-t chnical discourse but also the possibility of

discussing the adeouacy or inadequacy of any formalization,

and that from a pedagogical viewpoint the correct procedure

is to becin by comnunicating the insic,hts.

fa 11 2

1-trt4-6.2.44-3,-to

.L1

To turn frdh loj_cel to/,:Ietaphysical considerati ns,

a /

'in all my arL-;eaidents upside doWn and ins e out. As Aristotle

ore, it nassesrou. 1 1 and such phases) or a

/7
oted, one

//	
th

iday

s 

Ico	 sa coRnoscendi (because t' rO)n passes through t	 0 phas

it must be a sxhere). Nei this distinction is si lificant

e oudito/bearthewei-ghtofanalication-the grand scale

UL ,t e isages at/Once the whole of aet ysics. For the whol

of metaphysics' can be set forth 	 in'terms of the causa esF:endi 

and thenztt begins from the oztolOgical cause of all being
\

and	 in terms of that ground and its derivatives

exp ains alp. lse that .is or can be. But inverse to every )

conoscendi, (
//

It ollows	 , if an onplogical meta-chykcs is known,

thee mus be as well Zeloistemolog

be - from the cognitional gro71nd of all at io be known

assign ei-e;ner

t had b, t bin by/e::plaining wla 	 etaphysic is are likely to

a causa ssendi (because the moon

caulsa ess ndi, there is a caum

al metaphysics that
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''ound explores

existence of suc an epistemologic

etaphysics mt be denied by a one that denied V existen e

f an ontø1oical metaphysic //Again, epistemo 6cal metaihy ics

ight oe rejected by tho that 1) admit an// 6(itological meta

sics but 2) delv V at either they th selves or anyon

can knew how it i that an ontologi 1 metaphysics c	 be knol,
//

But, at least it is impossible eo avoid both pos.tivism and

irraticnal m and yet reject epistemolocical taphysics; a

the dificulty that, at le moment, I woii 	forestall arisos

neiLaer from positivi.ts nor irrationa ists but from me 	 ysicians

It ho, I beiiovP3rto-gratp

positIo

To turn from logical to metaphysical  considerations,

I had best begin by explaining a probable paradox. For I think
ALarn41.0

It likely that I	 may succeed in persuadingApositivists
yet,

of the existence lg and validity of metaphysics alq% at the

same time, draw from hitherto convinced metaphysicians that

outraged protests that I have everything upside down and inside

out. To elucidate such a bewildering phenomenon,	 it will be

helpful to recall Aristotle's distinction between the causa

essendi (the moon goes throuch those phases, because it is a

sphere) and the causa connoscendi (the moon is a sphere, because

it .,oes through those ytle* phases). Now the traditional

preseJtation of metaphysics llas been in terms of the causa

essendi, and only incidentally has the inverse relationship

of the causa cor;noscendi received attention. But in the

present work the whole conception of metaphysics is dominated

by the calisa comoscendi; and while the labor of writing a

sunplemontary volume would reveal in detail the equivalence of
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the two presentations, still so great a labor would be super-

fluous for anyone willing to attend to a rather brief argument.

there ektztt-,

tructured m (sphysics tht sio,paids  a	 its ba

xplanatio on the caus essendi thoI there als • exists     

POpiste 1 itié

//

toloGi‘lly

logically e ucturod inet A-sic° tha grounds

co aosceras on the cûsalc explanat

Let us stinolish ween an

• V •

Let us suppose that metaphysics is a science

and that a science is carts rerun co-nitio 22E causas. Let us

also suppose that there exists an on'soloGically structured

metaphysics, that is, that there is a department of certain

knowledge of things in which in all basic instances the Ground

or cause is a csusa essendi. Then either it is or it is not

possible to explain how the ortolorically structured metaphysics

is known. If that explsnation is possible, then the ontologically

structured metaphysics in its entirety is deducible from a

-	 caatc,sx.et 

ground or set of Grounds in which regularly the causa cornoscendi

is assigned. So on this first 	 alternative the ontologically
AplcolOolmAy

structured metaphysics nscess.arilyALQ41. an epistemologically

structured metaphysics. But on the second alternative, on which

one cannot know how the ontologica ly structured metaphysics

is known, there arises a series of disconcerting  questions.

For if one cannot know how it is known, then there can be no

method of metaphysics; it can be claimed that results are

obtained; but it cannot be suszested that anyone can know how

to Go about obtaining them. Again, if one cansot know how
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the ontoloically structured metaphysics is known, there arises

the suspicion that it is not known but merely asserted; for

if one cannot know how knowledge is acouired, how can one know

that it is possessed. Again, as will appear, it is possible

to explain just how mathematics is known, just how natural

scionce'is known, just how common sense is developed, just

how beliefs are acquired and spread, 13:14,4!	 It follows

that the unknowable genesis of ontolocically structured meta-

physics can have nothing in common with the Genesis of mathematics,

nothing in common with the genesis of natural science, nothing

in common with the genesis of common sense, and nothing in

common with the genesis of belief. Indeed, even though mystical

knowledge and extra-sensory perceptien have not been explained,

no one claims that they cannot ever be explained; and so it

mould follow that the unknowable genesis of ontologically

structured metaphysics is even more unscrutable than mystical

experience and extra-sensory perception.

In brief, while there is a certain novelty to

my approach to metaphysics, the novelty lies not in the principle

but in the achievement. The notion of the causa cornoscendi 

is as old as the notion of the causa essendi. If an ontologically

structured metaphyrics can be known, then the activity of knowing

it can be known. If that activity can be known, then the

activity supplies a premiss from which the known can be deduced.

T. • Mt.  •	 :•41

.4 • CA• - • - 

Though the deduction is new, still it can be rejected in

principle only by affirming in principle that metaphysics
44

'OF
	 cannot be methodical, cannot but be suspect, cannot but classed
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as more mysterious than mysticism and extra-sensory perception.

Such consequences are no more acceptable to the metaphysicians

of the present than to those of the 'past; and so one is driven

to accerting the first alternative, namely, that one cannot

affirm an ontolocically structuled metaphysics without supposing
structured

(1 do rLot say "without knowing") an eristemologically metaphysics
may seem, especially

in which everything s.m.e to the routine mind, to be inside out

and upside down because the arauent runs not from the causa

essendi but from the causa connoscendi.

Our aim., then, regards 1) not the fact of knowledge

but a discriainati n between two facts of knowledge, 2) not the

details of the known but the structule of the IttrS4:11Y knowing,

3) not the haouins as an object ch aracterized by catalogues of

abstract properties but the Ezthiat44 apy,Topriation of one's

own intellectual and rati nal self-consciousness, 4) not a

sudden leap to ap-propriation but a slow and pains-taking

development, and 5) not a development indicated by appealing

either to the logicx of the as yet unknown goal or to a

presupposed and as yet unexplained ontologically structured

metaphysics, but a develo_mont that can begin in any sufficiently

cultued con ciousnoss, that expands in virtue of the dynamic
44.4:74.

tendencies of that conscirnisnoss itselflAthat heads through

an understndins of all understaildia to 	 a basic understanding

of all that can be understood.

Trtml- _ o2	 tire	 u2tlart-e-f-thass pages:

ucn_y unierstam tualTéYsta.leillaig, and vu will come to        

0
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Introduction

The last phrase has the ring of a slogan and,

happily enough, it sums up the positive content of this work.

ThorouFhly understand what it is to understand,  and not only

will you understand the broad lines of all there is to be 

understood but also you will possess se%-:in.4-5teemiNv

a fixed base, an Invariant pat ';ern, openinE upon all further 

developments of understandin.
t 3 own

For the appropriation of rational self-

consciousness, which has been so stressed in VAft this Intro-

duction, is not an end in itself but rather a beginning.

It ts is a necessary beginning, for unless one breaks the duality

in one's knowing, one doubts that understanding correctly is

knowing. Under the iressure of that doubt, either one will

sink into the boG of a knowing that is without understanding,

or else one will cling to understanding but sacrifice knowing

on the altar of an immementirm, an ideelism, a relativism.

From the horns of that dilemma one escapes only through the

discovery (and one has not made it yet if one has no clear

memory of its s4,artlinr: strangeness) that there are two quite

different realisms, that there is an	 ,	 • ncoherent

realism, half animal and half human, that poses as a half-way

If941* house between materialism and idealism and, on the other
that

hand, there is an intel]i-ent and reasonable realism between

which and materialism the half-way house is idealism.
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The beginning, then, not only is self-knowledge

and self-appro'oriation but also a crierion of the real.

If to convince oneself that knowing is understanling, one

ascertains U-IA nowing mathematics is understaff,ing and knowing

science is understanding and the knowledce of connon sense is

understanding, one ends up not only with a detailed account of

underst ndiag but also with a plan of what there is to be known.

The many sciences lose their isolation from ono another; the

chasm between science and comon sense is bridGed; the structure

of the universe proportionate to man's intellect is revealed;

and as tha revovaod structu e provides an olijLnt for a

metaphysics, so the initial self-criticism provides a method

for esplainin6 how mataphysical and anti-metaphysical affirmations

arise,and for selecting those that are car 'ect, and for eliminating

those that patently spring from a lack of accurate self-knowledge.

Further, as a metaphysics is derived from the known structure

of one's kno'Lling, so an et ics results from khowledge of the

compound structure of one's knowing and doing; and as the

metaphysics, so too the ethics prolonrs the initial self-

criticism into an expla_lation;Aof al ethicalpositions and

into a criterion for -passing judgLaent on each of them. Nor is

this all. Still further rluestions press upon one. They might

be ignored if knowing were not unJerstaaing or if unf,orstanj.ing

were coml-atible with the obscurantism that arbitrarily brushes  

u know en 
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questions aside. But knowing is uni.lerstandings and understanding

is incompatible with the obscurantism that arbitrarily brushes

questions aside. The issue of transcendent knowledge has to be

faced. Can man know more than the intellizibility immanent

In the world of possible e;:perience? If he can, how can he

conceive it? If he can conceive it, how can he affirm it?

If he can affirm it, how can 	 he reconcile that affirmation

with the evil that tortures too many human bodies, darkens too

many human minds, hardens too many human hearts? Such are

the questions of the last two chapters, but further comment

on the answers offered there will be more intelligible in

an Epilogue than in an Llt-42od,Ictien.

As the reader sortly will discover, this is

not an erudite work. Prior to all writing of history, prior

to all interpretation of other minds, thsre is the et'llAgt4as,

self-scutiny of the historian, the self-knowledge of the

Interpreter. That prior task is my concern. It is a concern

that has its origins and background, its dependences and affili-

be w rth -Aludgahr„ ount*

Iould be ambir, •us, as long as_the prior>sk remained adone.   

a

I.

ment of the

' 4 'i 	For 4', prior task	 the

_versal Ar',-a-point that e• entially inch

. 1 vieY.-riao Lai. and of'

ations; they might be worth recounting; but they would be worth

recounting only because of the worth of the prior concern; and

they would be interpreted correctly only if the prior concern

were successful in accomplishing the prior task.
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So it is that my references are few and unessential.

In the analysis of empirical science I thousht it would be

helpful to select a single book in which a reader could find

an account of topics that arose; for this reason, then, and

without any iitontion o: suggesting some unique authori tativeness

I regularly refer to Lindsay and larganau's fre-,uontly reprinted

Foundations of Physics. Again, scattered •A4. throughout the

work, there occur bold statements on the views of various

Val.:al:ors. :ay I ex_ress the hope that they will not cause

too much annoyance. As the lengthy discussion of the truth
4.-eci (#3

of interpretation in Chq.-ter XVII will reveal, the3r.

pretend to be verdicts issued by the court of history, whose

processes labor under much loner delays than the worst of the

coiirts of law. Their primary significance is simply that

of an abbreviated mode of speech that has a fair chance of

coanunic-tins rapidly what otherwise could hardly be said at all.

And, -erhaps, to that primary meaning there could be added

a suggestion that, in the measure that the principles of this

work are accepted, the significance that we happen to have

underlined may provide a starting- pont for further inquiry.

In the Introduction to his Treatise on Human Nature, David

Hune wrote that one does not conquer a territory by taking

here an out-post and there a town or village but by marching

directly upon the capital and accaultinc, its citadel.

0
	 eaffi•

rot.

0
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Still, correct strategy is one thing; successful emecution is

another; and even after the most successful campaign there

remains a -orolonged task of mopping up, of organization, and

of consolidation. If I may be sanguine enough to believe

that I have hdt upon a set of ideas of fundamental importance,

I cannot but aclmowledge that I do not possess the resources

to give a faultless display of their implications in the wide

variety of fields in which they are relevant. I can but aw

make the contribution of a sinL,le man and then hope that

others, sensitive to the same problems, will find that my

efforts Shorten their own labor and that my conclusions

provide a base for further develo-wmts.
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